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rigel in fiction wikipedia - rigel beta orionis is a luminous blue supergiant of spectral type b8 iae in the constellation orion
that is frequently featured in works of science fiction the star is actually a visual binary with the secondary component rigel b
itself being a spectroscopic binary that has never been resolved visually and which taken as a single source is 500 times
dimmer and over 2200 au from its, timothy zahn book series in order - timothy zahn is a famous novelist from the united
states of america who likes to write the novels based on the fantasy and science fiction genres, screw the rules i have
money all the tropes wiki - anime and manga edit seto kaiba from yu gi oh got away with a lot because of his wealth the
trope name comes from a line quoted above in the first episode of the gag dub yu gi oh the abridged series which parodied
this in fact both the line and the concept are running jokes throughout the abridged series also in the same episode
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